LEVEL 1 INTERNATIONAL LAWS REFEREE
Quiz 2
Q1. Red is awarded a penalty as the half-time siren sounds. What is the referee’s decision?
A1.

a)

Allow the penalty kick to be taken and the free kick if applicable.

b)

Signal half-time?

Q2. On fifth and last tackle, Red kicks the ball from the halfway. The ball goes over the dead
ball line on the full. Decision?
A2.

a)

20 metre optional restart by Blue?

b)

Handover to Blue at the point of the kick by Red?

Q3. Red attempts a drop goal which is unsuccessful. Blue, standing in his own in-goal catches the
ball on the full. Referee would order:A3

a)

“Play on!”?

b)

a 20 metre optional restart by Blue?

Q4. Red is awarded a penalty and elects to kick for goal. The attempt is unsuccessful and the
ball crosses the touch in-goal line. Decision?
A4.

a)

20 metre optional restart by Blue?

b)

20 metre drop out by Blue?

Q5. From the kick off at the halfway, the ball lands in the defending team’s in-goal and rolls
over the dead ball line. Decision?
A5.

a)

20 metre optional restart?

b)

Goal line drop out?

Q6. A defending player passes the ball in his own in-goal. The ball accidentally strikes an
opponent and goes into touch in-goal. The referee would order:A6.

a)

a goal line drop out?

b)

a 20 metre optional restart?
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Q7.

Red restarts with a 20 metre optional restart. An offside Blue player tackles the Red player
who has run 5 metres. Decision?

A7.

a)

Penalty to Red on the 30 metre line?

b)

Penalty to Red at the centre of the 20 metre line?

Q8.

Red restarts play with a goal line drop out. The ball is caught on the full by Blue who is
standing on the touch line. Decision?

A8.

a)

Penalty to Blue 10 metres out from the centre of the goal line?

b)

Scrum 20 metres in from where the ball is caught. LHF to Red?

Q9.

Red kicks off. The ball hits the cross bar and goes over the Blue dead ball line on the full.
Decision?

A9.

a)

Goal line drop out?

b)

Penalty to Blue at the centre of the halfway line?

Q10. Blue restarts play with a 20 metre optional restart. Blue kicks the ball backwards over the
Blue dead ball line on the full. Decision?
A10.

a)

Penalty to Red at the centre of the 20 metre line?

b)

Goal line drop out by Blue?
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